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Dear Mr. Traversy: 
 
Subject:  Bell Aliant Regional Communications, Limited Partnership and Bell Canada 

Tariff Notices 392 and 7330 – Proposed Penalty Clause – Primus Canada 
Comments  

 
1. Pursuant to the procedure set out in the Commission’s 4 January 2012 letter, 
Primus Telecommunications Canada Inc. (“Primus”) hereby files its comments on Bell 
Aliant Regional Communications, Limited Partnership and Bell Canada (together, “Bell”) 
Tariff Notices 392 and 7339 and the proposed penalty clause contained therein.  

2. As directed by the Commission in Telecom Regulatory Policy 2011-203, Billing 
practices for wholesale residential high-speed access services (“TRP 2011-203”), Bell 
issued tariff pages intended to reflect the Commission’s determinations in that decision on 
19 December 2011. The issued tariff pages contained the following penalty clause: 

In cases where Residence GAS or GAS-FTTN traffic exists on any Business 
domain associated with that AHSSPI, Capacity Charges will apply to the Total 
Business Capacity in addition to the total Residence Capacity.  

3. On 23 December 2012, Bell withdrew the penalty clause from its issued tariff 
pages and filed Tariff Notices 392 and 7339 in order to seek approval to include the 
clause. Bell also requested expedited procedure in order to allow for the proposed penalty 
clause to be approved on an interim basis effective 1 February 2012.  
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4. Primus understands the intention of the penalty clause proposed by Bell in light of 
the Commission’s determinations in TRP 2011-203 and Telecom Regulatory Policy 2011-
204, Billing practices for wholesale business high-speed access services to apply the new 
capacity billing model to residential wholesale high-speed access services only. Indeed, 
no party should be permitted to purposely evade valid residential capacity charges by 
placing residential traffic on business realms that are exempt from the capacity billing 
framework.  

5. However, the penalty clause proposed by Bell in no way represents a narrowly 
tailored measure that will achieve its intended purpose. That is, to address and penalize a 
competitor that purposely seeks to evade paying valid residential capacity charges. 
Indeed, as proposed by Bell, the penalty clause will apply in a number of scenarios that 
are not in any way the result of a purposeful attempt to evade payment of valid residential 
capacity charges on the part of a competitor.  

6. For example, residential traffic may exist under a business realm due to a 
competitor mistakenly provisioning a residential customer as a business customer in the 
normal course of business. The same may also occur if an end-user modifies its realm 
from the residential realm provisioned by the competitor to a business realm on its own 
accord and without the approval or knowledge of the competitor in order, for example, to 
avoid economic traffic management practices applied by the competitor. Also, as noted by 
Vaxination Informatique, this may occur where a business end-user with a legitimate 
business realm utilizes a residential line, such as their home line, to obtain Internet 
access.1 While not exhaustive by any means, all of these examples would result in 
residential traffic existing under a business realm without the competitor purposefully 
attempting to evade the valid residential capacity charges.    

7. Yet, under Bell’s proposed penalty clause, such scenarios would result in the 
application of the residential capacity rates to the total amount of capacity reserved for 
business traffic on an AHSSPI. To put a finer point on this, if, for example, a competitor 
has a 1Gbps AHSSPI solely reserved for business traffic, any of the aforementioned 
scenarios may result in a penalty of $22,213. This would occur due to the rate associated 
with that AHSSPI increasing from $0, as capacity rates are not applied to business traffic, 
to $22,213 upon application of the residential capacity rate. Alternatively, if a competitor 
has a 1Gbps AHSSPI that carries both residential and business traffic, any of these 
scenarios could result in a penalty of $19,917 (assuming the competitor has purchased 
100Mbps of residential capacity) to $2213 (assuming the competitor has purchased 
900Mbps of residential capacity). Such substantial penalties in the absence of any 
purposeful attempt to evade valid residential capacity charges are overly punitive and in 
no way represent a measure that is narrowly tailored to achieve its purpose.  

                                                 
1 Vaxination Informatique, 6 January 2011 Submission, at para. 13. 
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8. It is also important to note that such substantial penalties would not only apply in 
the absence of any purposeful attempt to evade valid capacity charges but also 
regardless as to whether there is any actual harm to Bell. Using the same example of a 
competitor that has a 1Gbps AHSSPI that carries both residential and business traffic, 
Bell would only be harmed if residential traffic exists on a business realm at the same time 
that 100% of the purchased residential capacity on the AHSSPI is utilized. To illustrate, 
assume a competitor has a 1Gbps AHSSPI and has purchased 500Mbps of capacity for 
residential traffic. If at any time, 400Mbps of the capacity purchased for residential traffic 
is in use and 10Mbps of the other 500Mbps of capacity allocated for business traffic is 
residential traffic due to, for example, the circumstances discussed in paragraph 6, then 
there is no harm to Bell. Again assuming that there is no purposeful attempt to evade, the 
total amount of residential traffic would represent 410Mbps and be well within the 
500Mbps of residential capacity purchased by the competitor.  

9. Yet, despite this fact, Bell’s proposed penalty clause would permit Bell to apply 
residential capacity rates to the total capacity allocated for business traffic. In the above 
example, this would represent a penalty of $11,065 resulting from the application of the 
residential capacity rate to the 500Mbps of capacity reserved for business traffic. Again, 
this penalty would apply despite the absence of a purposeful attempt to evade valid 
charges and any actual harm to Bell. This is clearly an overly punitive measure and far 
exceeds that of a “deterrent” as framed by Bell. 

10. Of course, and conveniently, competitors could otherwise avoid such potential 
penalties by choosing to “allow their business and residential traffic to commingle and 
incur CBB on all traffic rather than segregate the traffic” (emphasis added).2 A choice 
between facing a penalty of an overly punitive nature in the absence of any purposeful 
attempt to evade valid charges or overpay Bell by incurring capacity billing all residential 
and business traffic further emphasizes the inappropriate nature of Bell’s proposed 
penalty.    

11. Accordingly, Primus requests that the Commission deny Bell’s proposed penalty 
clause. Here Primus agrees with the position of Vaxination Informatique that a clause that 
prohibits the placement of residential traffic on a business realm is sufficient.3  Primus 
submits that such a clause is all that should be approved at this time.  

12. In addition and to allow competitors to address and remedy any residential traffic 
that may be found to exist under a business realm, Primus also agrees with the view of 
Vaxination Informatique that Bell should be required to provide a report to each competitor 

                                                 
2 The Companies(CRTC)4Jan12-2 TNs BA392-BC7339 
3 Vaxination Informatique, 6 January 2011 Submission, at para. 24. 
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of all residential end-users identified as utilizing a business realm.4 This report should 
include the identification of the end-user, including the associated WTN and realm 
information. Upon receipt of such a report, competitors should be permitted to investigate 
and remedy the cause.  

13. Such reporting would also serve an additional purpose as it would allow Bell to 
monitor the necessity of such a penalty clause. If Bell subsequently determines that such 
a clause is indeed necessary, Bell could proceed to file a proposed penalty clause based 
on evidenced necessity. The appropriateness of the proposed penalty clause could then 
be determined at that time and based on actual evidence regarding the necessity and 
appropriate form of such a penalty.  

14. If, on the other hand, the Commission deems it appropriate to approve some form 
of penalty clause to be effective 1 February 2012, Primus submits that an alternative 
measure that is more tailored to its purpose is of absolute necessity. This could be 
achieved through a modification of Bell’s proposed penalty such that it would apply where 
the number of residential end-users found to be utilizing a business realm exceeds a 
percentage threshold, such as 5%, of the total residential end-users served by the 
competitor. Under such a framework, a competitor should be permitted a period, such as 
90 days, to remedy the issue upon notice by Bell. If after this curing period the number of 
residential end-users continues to exceed the established threshold, Bell would be 
permitted to apply the penalty as proposed. In Primus’ view, this alternative measure 
better reflects the intention of the penalty clause – to address and penalize any competitor 
that purposefully seeks to evade valid residential capacity charges. 

 

Yours truly, 

 
Christopher K. Hickey 
 
 
Cc:  Distribution List – Commission 4 January 2012 Letter 
 

 
 

*** End of Document *** 

                                                 
4 Ibid., at para. 25. 


